Abstract. In this paper an imaging system for road traffic conflict analysis is proposed. The system exploits geo-referenced stereo sequences and tracking procedure to compute traffic conflict measures which can be analysed by experts. Using the potentiality of the traffic conflict technique as a surrogate safety measure could constitute an effective tool in understanding how the driver interacts and adapts its behaviour with respect to the vehicle, the road characteristics, the traffic control devices and environment. Experiments performed on real data acquired in urban environment confirm the effectiveness of the system which makes simple and fast for the experts the understanding of the driver behaviour.
Introduction
With the increasing number of vehicles on the roads, accidents have become more and more frequent today. There are different causes of road accidents: distracted driving, speeding, unsafe lane changes, etc. Many people die as a result of road accidents, and many more have unwanted consequences, including serious injuries. The huge social, human and also economic costs induced by road accidents make the topic of road safety really important in nowadays society.
The objective of the traffic conflict techniques is the evaluation of traffic safety and the prediction of road accidents. By automatically understanding and predicting the risk of a road accident some actions can be taken in time by systems (e.g., Driver alerting) in order to avoid the conflict. Different studies have been done in the traffic safety context to build appropriate tools and measures for traffic conflict [1, 2] . The major problem when using the Traffic Conflict Technique (TCT) is the complexity in data acquisition and processing: everything that happens in front of the vehicle needs to be taken into account in terms of time and space variables.
In this paper we propose a system which is useful for both, data acquisition and processing in the context of traffic conflict monitoring. The proposed system makes use of geo-referenced stereoscopic vision for the acquisition of data which are then analysed with a semi-automatic pipeline acting on the acquired stereoscopic video in order to obtain the traffic conflict risk measures.
The paper is organized as follows: we introduce the reader to the Traffic Conflict Technique fundamentals in Section 2. The hardware used in proposed system is summarized in Section 3, whereas the software components employed for data processing and traffic conflict analysis are described in Section 4. Experiments and results are reported in Section 5. Finally, conclusion and hints for future works are given in Section 6.
The Traffic Conflicts Technique
The Traffic Conflicts Techniques (TCT) are based on the "Heinrich Triangle" theory [3] founded on the relationship that "no-injury accidents" precede "minor injuries" (i.e., events closer to the base of the triangle precede events nearer the top). Application of this theory assumes that the appropriate traffic conflict factors can be defined as measures of near-crash events. A traffic conflict could be defined as "an observable situation in which two or more road users approach each other in space and time to such an extent that there is risk of collision if their movements remain unchanged" [4] . Traffic conflict measures, such as "time to collision" (TTC), address the first condition of surrogate measures, namely the common factors that are shared with safety highlighting advantages and limits of the TCT [5] . The TCT are based on the measurement of both spatial and temporal variables which describe the interactions between two road users involved in a critical event for safety. The traffic conflict measures considered in this paper are connected to the severity of the conflict that is a combination of accident probability and severity of injuries. The Time To Collision (TTC) is the indicator used by TCT and it is calculated for the vehicles (T T C v ) and an obstacles (T T C o ). The TTC is defined as follows:
where D is the distance between the vehicle and the conflict point, and V is the velocity of a generic obstacle (e.g., another vehicle, a pedestrian, etc.). In case the obstacle is a pedestrian crossing the street, the TTC measures at time i for the two actors could be defined as follows [6] :
where, by considering a 3D reference system centered on the vehicle, D v (z i ) represents the distance between the vehicle and the conflict point along the Z axis, and
represents the distance between the vehicle and the obstacle along the X axis (see Fig. 1a ). Let be T fi the time required for the vehicle to stop at time i defined as:
where T r is the reaction time, V v (i) is the vehicle velocity at time i, and d is the deceleration during braking. It is possible to consider the following cases, which determine the areas as in Given the T T Z duration it is possible to compute the severity of the conflict as Risk Impact (RI) at time i according to the following equation:
where V v (i) is the velocity of the vehicle at time i and
The RI for the entire conflict is given by the following formula:
In the case of an obstacle moving along the direction of the vehicle, as in a "car following" case, the T T C o will be 0 and therefore the conflict will occur
Hardware Components
The hardware employed in the proposed system is composed by a number of devices connected together. Specifically, a TYZX DeepSea G3 Embedded Vision System (EVS) [7] is employed to acquire stereo images and to obtain a depth map of the scene in front of the vehicle. This piece of hardware is positioned in the front of the vehicle (i.e., a bus in our case) as depicted in Fig. 2 . The EVS implements a Census-Based stereo algorithm [8] . As the input pixels enter the EVS, the Census transform is computed at each pixel based on the local neighborhood, resulting in a stream of Census bit vectors. At every pixel a Hamming distance is used to compare the Census vectors around the pixel of one view (i.e., left image) to those at 52 locations in the other view (e.g., right image). These 52 comparisons are performed simultaneously making the stereoscopic system very fast at subpixels precision. The EVS processor converts the pixels disparity map to metric distance measurements using the stereo camera's calibration parameters and the depth units specified by the user [7] . In our setting a stereo cameras with a baseline of 33cm and an 83 degrees HFOV lens has been used. This configuration allows the overall system to work with distance in a range between 2.5m and 50m. All the specifications of the EVS used for the experiments are reported in Table 1 . In the proposed system, the EVS is integrated with a series of components: a router, a GPS module and a notebook. The router solves the EVS data access problem. We used a gigabit Ethernet WLAN router to create a LAN in which the EVS can be accessed by a notebook. A client can access the EVS by connecting to a TCP service that sends each captured image and its computed depth map. For the application described in this paper, image and depth information must be geo-referenced. To achieve this requirement, we connected the EVS to a Bluetooth GPS receiver module. The choice of a wireless device was mandatory to solve the signal satellite problem: the specific shape of an urban BUS forced us to put the GPS module placed on the external roof of the bus to have the best possible number of satellites in sight. We connected the Bluetooth GPS module to the notebook communicating with the EVS through LAN network. Some ad-hoc routines have been developed to synchronize the GPS information with every single frame acquired by the EVS. Finally we have a notebook connected to the LAN running the software layer which coordinates the different hardware. The SW also performs the acquisition and analysis of the data. It gives commands to the EVS, receives data both from the EVS and the GPS module. It synchronizes every single EVS information making some computation on it and finally it gives a single output as archive files that can be opened and analyzed by a specific module, after the data acquisition phase.
G3 Embedded Vision System Specifications
After mounting the hardware on the vehicle (i.e., the bus), a dedicated calibration procedure must be done. This is because the measures of the indices of traffic conflicts depend on the reference system that must be integrated to the vehicle. The calibration procedure consists in placing outside and in front of the vehicle two targets orthogonal to the axis of the vehicle at 3 meters away from the camera. The targets are placed using an high precision laser rangefinder positioned on vehicles vertices and pointed to the targets. At this point, with the help of the data acquisition software in its initialization phase, the system evaluates the distances of the two targets and records the distance difference between the right target and the left one. This difference is due to the inclination of the camera related to the axis of the vehicle and the related values will be used for subsequent analysis as will be described in next section.
Software Components
As detailed in the following sub-sections, the software layer is composed by two main modules: one for data acquisition and the other for data analysis. The schema of the different components involved in the software layer are reported in Fig. 3. 
Data Acquisition Module
This module takes in input the data coming from EVS and GPS as reported in Fig. 3 . The EVS outputs are the color image sequences taken from the left camera, and the related depth-maps. The images are compressed according to the MPEG-4v3 codec and stored on a dedicated device. The depth-maps are represented with a 16 bits precision. From the depth-map stream a video file is obtained (the lossless compression codec FFV1 is used in this case). In this configuration, the software produces an amount of data of about 10GB every 2 hours of recording. Since the context of use of our system is related the urban buses traffic, we decided to stop the recording when the bus is not moving in order to reduce the amount of stored data of about 30%.
As previously mentioned, the images (and the corresponding depth-maps from the EVS) need to be geo-referenced through an external GPS. The data acquisition module deals with this issue by solving the problem of the difference in the sampling frequency between the video information (20-30Hz) and the GPS (10Hz). For this purpose, the software operates as follows:
i) When a new video information arrives (i.e., a frame) the software operates a sample and hold mechanism on the GPS information by associating the last GPS information to each video frame. In this way there will be some frames corresponding to the same GPS information; ii) When a new GPS information arrives, the acquisition module corrects all the previous informations with the same data interpolating the position and velocity values according to the data of the newly arrived GPS information.
Finally, the acquisition module produces a textual output that allows to bind each frame and depth-map to the corresponding GPS information. Since both the GPS and the EVS are connected to the computer via Bluetooth and LAN respectively, in the initialization phase, the module makes an evaluation of the latencies on a single packet transmission. This operation allows the acquisition module to know the arrival delay from the generation of each individual package to correct the output. In this way it's possible to obtain a more precise synchronization between each frame and the related GPS information.
Data Analysis Module
The data analysis module allows the expert to operate on the geo-referenced frames and depth-maps to obtain the traffic conflict indicators used for the analysis (see Section 2). The analysis starts from the first frame of a conflict which is selected through a manual search in the video, or in an automatic way by processing the information provided by the GPS (i.e., vehicle speed, vehicle trajectory, acceleration, jerk and angular deviation rate) [11] . Once the initial frame of the traffic conflict is detected, the obstacles that may have generated the conflict is identified as the closest point to the vehicle. The obstacle is then tracked in the successive frames in order to obtain the traffic conflict measurements. For tracking the obstacle we have used a modified version of the well known meanshift tracking algorithm [9] . The algorithm has been extended in order to take into account information provided by the depth-map and considering the speed information provided by GPS. Both depth and speed of the vehicle are useful to perform a fast binary segmentation and hence remove information which are not related to the obstacle, making the tracker more robust to clutter background (e.g., if the obstacle is a vehicle, the other vehicles or objects similar with respect to visual information are removed by using the distance given by the depth-map information).
Hence the closest point of the obstacle is tracked exploiting the data coming from the depth-map is possible to fully reconstruct the behavior of the vehicle and the target obstacle involved in the conflict in the space in front of the vehicle itself. The data analysis module hence computes speeds and distances of both vehicle and obstacle in X and Y axis components by considering the reference system synthetically sketched in Fig. 4 . The quantities thus obtained are then used to compute the traffic conflict indicators as described in Section 2.
Experimental Phase
The described system has been used to analyze the behavior of bus drivers in urban context. The experiments have been performed on real traffic condition in the city of Catania, Italy. The system has been mounted on a urban bus and four different acquisition sessions of about 2 hours each have been carried. Using the acquired data, traffic conflict analysis was carried out. The results provided by the analysis are useful to understand the traffic behaviour and hence take actions (i.e., installation of traffic lights) in order to prevent road accidents. In the following we present a case study, as well as the results obtained from the analysis performed with the system, related to a traffic conflict in which a pedestrian is involved. Among the other traffic conflicts (e.g., "car following") in the acquired data (about 8 hours of recording), the case here discussed is the most frequent and representative. Similar results have been found in the other traffic conflict cases. Due space limit, the other traffic conflicts examples (e.g., car following) will be presented and discussed in detail at conference time.
The conflict detailed in the following is generated from a pedestrian crossing the street. In this case the pedestrian decided to cross at the very last moment forcing the bus to make a stop and generating a conflict. Fig. 5 reports a sequence of frames and the related depth-maps which show the conflict tracked and analysed by the system. The data analysis module computes the behavior of the actors involved in the conflict, in terms of speed and distance on the two axes components, according to the reference system. The computed measures are reported in Fig. 6 . The quantities extracted from the data analysis module are then further processed to product the measures of a TC. The obtained T T C for vehicle and pedestrian and the T f are shown in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 7 the TC exists because there's an area in which T T C o < T T C v < T f (see Section 2). After obtaining traffic conflict indicators the data analysis module calculates the parameters indicating the severity of a conflict (RI) (see Equations (5) and (6)). The results of the RI computed in the case study presented here are reported in Table 2 .
Given the variability and complexity of driver behaviors and performance, the random and rare nature of crashes and lack of adequate pre-crash data in the current crash record, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the neces- sary human factor data collection should be obtained from a "naturalistic" setting. These approaches fill voids in the existing driving safety research methods. Specifically, the proposed method provides much greater information regarding pre-crash and crash events than what is currently available, even after a detailed crash investigation. Furthermore, the data provides much greater external validity relative to the larger context of driving than that of empirical methods, such as test tracks or simulators. For instance if the two types of conflicts are recurrent events in the same points a better regulation of the crosswalk/bus line could be analyzed.
Conclusions and Future Works
The main aim of traffic conflict analysis is the objective evaluation of traffic safety and the prediction of fatal crashes. In this paper we have presented a system able to make measurements of the traffic conflicts by exploiting geo-referenced stereo sequences and tracking procedure. The effectiveness of the system has been demonstrated on real urban environment. Future works will be devoted to exploit advanced tracking techniques (e.g., TLD [10] ) combined with depth information to better deal with appearance changes (i.e., pose, occlusion, etc.) and to allow re-detection of obstacles which disappear in some frames of the conflict. Also, some prior information about the context could be used to refine the depth map [12] . Moreover, the ability to detect and discriminate some classes of obstacles (e.g., pedestrians, cars) will be included in order increase accuracy of the computation of the traffic conflict risk. Finally, we plan to build a labeled dataset involving different classes (e.g., crashes, near-crashes, other "accidents") and information coming from video, GPS, etc., as well as information about the driver behavior (e.g., head pose). The dataset will be used to understand the nature of the conflict events and to determine if the near-crashes could be quantitatively and automatically identified. 
